Referendum returns 94 per cent ’Yes’ vote
By Terry LaPorte
) overwhelming majority of students voting in the AS.
endum favored keeping student fees at their current $10
,794 votes cast, 94 per cent voted yes, indicating apil of the 810 fee.
voted no. Of those, 35 wanted a $9 fee, none students
ed $8, 35 favored $7, nine students opted for $6 and 156
ed a $5 fee.
’X President John Bunzel announced the vote result
rday afternoon, saying that he was "pleased and
ited" with the result.
Izel said the support for the fee level was the same for
me students as for those taking fewer than eight units.
Never, Bunzel said he was dissappointed that only 15 per

cent of the student body voted, saying that, "it suggests that
the great majority of our students do not feel that the student
government is an important concern in their lives."
Bunzel said, "There is much work to be done" by AS. to
increase the representative nature of student government.
A.S. adviser Louie Barozzi said, "The A.S. people who
conducted the ’yes vote’ campaign did an excellent job in a
short time to inform the students."
In reaction to Bunzel’s concern over the low voter turnout,
Barozzi said, "This reflects an American disinterest in
elections which are not of national and statewide
significance."
A.S. President John Rico announced the results at
yesterday’s student council meeting, adding that
the

referendum vote at Chico State University had resulted in a
90 per cent yes vote.
"I think for the first time students have seen that the A.S.
touches each and everyone of us in some way, and is a vital
element of campus life," Rico said.
AS. treasurer Stephanie Dean, who was the campaign
manager for the referendum, said she was pleased with the
number of students who voted.
"I think it’s great that we could get that high a turnout."If
the election had been held two months ago, we would have
lost by 94 per cent," Dean said.
Dean said many students have become alarmed recently
because of Gov. Brown’s plan to cut state funding for instructionally related activities (IRA).

The referendum was required by Ow prz, :lanais of AD 3116,
passed by the state legislature last year.
In AB 3116, the state began funding instructionally related
activities beginning Jan. 1.
Since A.S. used 34 per cent of its funds for IRA programs
last year, the bill required that student input be heard on
whether student fees should be decreased.
Student presidents of the state university system tried to
postpone the referendum when it was learned earlier this
month that Gov. Brown planned to eliminate state funding
for IRA.
Chancellor Dunike refused to postpone the referendum
saying that it would be acting in "bad faith" if the universities did not carry out a provision of a state law.
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Court hearings start on Econ voting rights
By Ray Manley
irt hearings started yesterday to
le legality of SJSU President John
el’s stripping voting rights from
conomics Department faculty.
erior Court Judge Edward Panelli
hearing the lawsuit filed by four
ed economics professors against
alifornia State University and
ges administration.
ldon Greene, attorney for the
ssors, and Robert Leberman,
y attorney general, presented
opening arguments.
intiffs in the suit are Donald
el, Turley Mings and Marvin Lee,
ssors of economics; and Martin
ack, associate professors of
mics.
ned as defendants in the suit are
el, James Sawrey, dean of the
1 of Social Sciences; Robert
en, dean of the faculty; Academic
President Hobert Burns and
ellor Glenn Dumke.
)erman made a motion of
rrer, charging there are no legal
ds for the suit, and, if granted the
ssors’ case would be thrown out.
erman based his motion on three

Donald Garnei
It is each college president’s
decision what form the faculty’s consultative responsibility shall take.
The wording of the California
Administrative Code does not require
that faculty members be consulted in
personnel matters.

Turley Minos
The denial of faculty voting rights
has not injured the reputations of the
economics faculty.
Panelli delayed his decision on. the
motion until today but said the same
testimony necessary for the lawsuit
might also be necessary for the motion

Marvin Lee
of demurrer.
Leberman said it is the trustees’
policy that faculty members consult in
personnel matters.
Leberman maintained the word
"policy" does not mean consultative
responsibilities are a "vested right."

Martin Primack
Panelli asked if the word "policy"
might mean "regulation."
Leberman said he thought the word
"policy" did not mean all faculty
members must be granted consultative
rights.
Greene later said it is policy and

ight statement’ formulated to assign priorities

e Curriculum Committee must
review the guidelines and make
rnmendations to the Academic

vorce sought
,’Alioto’s wife
N FRANCISCO (APIMayor
Alioto’s wife, Angelina, filed for
.ce yesterday, citing irreconcilable
rences in their 33 -year -old
iage.
; came as a complete surprise this
ling," said Bill O’Brien, Alioto’s
s secretary. "The mayor said it’s
ly a personal matter. He doesn’t
to discuss it publicly," but was
her upset."

Senate, according to Dr. June McCann,
professor of women’s physical
education and head of the committee.
Position requests
McCann said the Curriculum Committee has invited faculty members,
department chairmen and staff and
school deans to respond to the priorities
guidelines.
School deans have also been
requested to develop respective school
"position statements" on it.
Reaction to the ought statement at
the meeting came from the University
Committee,
Teacher Education
represented by Dr. Kay Butler,
associate dean of the School of
Education and Dr. G. W. Ford,
associate dean of that school.
Butler said her committee was "not
happy" with the guidelines, and had a
"distinct disinclination" with it.
One objection to the ought statement,
she said, uas its attempt to define

academic priorities.
The statement developed by her
committee said it was "tragic and
paradoxical" that SJSU, in its search
for flexibility, would try to develop
priorities for education which might
only divide the university community.
Senate response
Response to the ought statement also
came from members of the Academic
Senate Curriculum Committee.
"Liberal education through general
education should be of primary importance" at SJSU, said David
Pacheco, student representative.
Pacheco emphasized his contention
that a "personalized, interdisciplinary
approach" to general education is
necessary.
Donald Betando professor of industrial studies, questioned whether
"this committee or university is
soliciting any outside source in helping
to establish curricular priorities."

Betando said more faculty input is became necessary when declining
needed on the issue and groups such as student enrollmentand the reduced
the Alumni Association and community resources that resultedcaused
leaders should be consulted for opinions financial cutbacks in school departments and budgets.
in the matter.
SJSU was required to pay back
Urgent need
McCann said there was an "urgency" $638,000 to the chancellor’s office last
about completing the discussion and semester because of the decreasing
presenting a recommendation to the enrollment trend.
Resources debate
Academic Senate.
Reduced student interest in the
Response to the ought statement
from each of the university schools is humanities, arts and social sciences,
expected by March 3 in the form of and growing enrollment in pre professional and vocational courses
individual statements.
At Monday’s meeting it was decided sparked a controversy over where the
the earliest possible date for com- university’s reduced resources should
pletion of a recommendation by the go.
President Bunzel formed the Ad Hoc
Curriculum Committee could be March
17 with discussion possibly continuing Curriculum Committee to establish a
philosophy of educational intent for the
until early April.
"There are some real differences of university, and to make recomopinion within our committee," said niendations to the Academic Senate
concerning what courses of study SJSU
McCann.
Defining curriculum priorities needs most to offer.

Newell blasts Rico for firin
By Mary Edwards
Briding Newell, the Program Board
chairwoman who was fired two weeks
ago by A.S. President John Rico, two
weeks ago said yesterday that she felt
Rico’s action was "an unprofessional
reaction" to the problems that exist on
the Program Board.
Newell met with reporters from KSJS
and the Spartan Daily to discuss her
reactions to her dismissal and answer
charges that she had mismanaged
Program Board affairs.
"I’m out because I came in with
avant garde ideas, human ideas, rather
than the idea of making a fast buck,"
Newell said.
"John Rico said that the board lacked
respect for my personal ability, but I
can’t go along with that because of the
way I’ve been treated."
Newell said that she has received
obscene phone calls and that things
were stolen from her office, so she
doesn’t feel she is being immature in
considering it a "personal attack."
Newell said that there is no set
structure to the Program Board and the
lack of guidelines needs to be dealt

with.
"It’s been years that this has been
going on," she said in reference to the
board’s mismanagement of telephone
accounts.
All telephone lines in the Program
Bard offices are scheduled to be shut off
March 17 because this year’s $2,500
phone account is depleted and bills are
still coming in.)
"Why should that fall solely in my
lap?" Newell said. "I’m not to blame."
Newell adamantly denied a Spartan
Daily report that checks to Eddie Gale,
a musician contracted to perform for
special referendum programs, had
been sent to her home.
"The idea that checks were sent to
my home is ridiculous," she said, and
produced a copy of a requisition signed
by A.S. treasurer Stephanie Dean.
"I don’t know where the level of
journalism is coming from on this
campus," Newell said.
The Spartan Daily had reported that
Program Board members said that the
checks to Gale, a personal friend of
Newell, had been sent to Newell’s
home.

Panel passes
new bill on

Curriculum Committee debates academic guidelines
By Carla Marinucci
sluation of proposed controversial
lines placing a high priority on
graduate liberal arts education
nued this week in a meeting of the
emic Senate Curriculum Come.
mbers of the committee, cong of faculty, administrators and
nts, scheduled one hour of their
ay meeting to discuss and review
reaction to the "ought
ment"the general principles for
mic curriculum priorities.
proposed "ought statement" was
ulated by the Ad Hoc Committee
iiversity Curriculum Priorities in
Steady State, a group of adarators and faculty appointed by
President John Bunzel.
Flexible guidelines
a flexible set of guidelines ating to define what the university
most to offer, the ought
ment assigns academic priorities
lows:
first, liberal education through
al education,
second, liberal education through
laureate degree programs in the
and sciences,
or
vocational
third,
to
rofessional curricula.
the graduate level, the ought
ment ranks preprofessional and
bonal curricula over advanced
es in the arts and sciences.

tradition that faculty members have
consultative rights in personnel matters.
He said the rights are necessary to
maintain the quality of education.
Only a professor’s peers can best
evaluate his performance, Greene said.
Greene speculated Panelli would not
grant the motion of demurrer.
Leberman said he didn’t have any
idea whether or not the motion would be
granted.
Greene said he planned to have Mings
and Andy Parnes, former SJSU
economics lecturer, testify today.
The lawsuit, which was originally
field in November charges:
Bunzel exceeded his authority by
denying voting rights of Economics
Department faculty.
The removal of voting rights
violated the faculty member’s rights to
due process.
Bunzel ignored faculty members
recommendations for department
chairman, personnel and promotion
matters.
The removal of the faculty’s voting
rights injured the faculty members
reputations.

The requisition that Newell produced,
dated Feb. 4, indicated that the checks
had been received by Newell on Feb. 18,
but didn’t indicate where.
However, one A.S. council member
and one program commission member
said last week that individual contracts, written for each of the five
performances, show the checks were
sent to Newell’s home.
Newell said she resents suggestions
that her personal incompetence is the
cause of the present confusion on the
Program Board.
The people now serving on the
Program Board are "not grown up
enough" to carry on the board’s
business, Newell said.
"There are individual personalities
coming into play here," Newell said.
"Nobody thought for the good of the
Program Boardeverybody thought
for the good of himself."
"My hopes are that San Jose State
students realize that there needs to be a
more responsive government here.
"I’m seriously thinking of running for
A.S. president to get the issues out."

open records
( AP ) A
SACRAMENTO
Democratic -dominated
Assembly
committee approved an open records
act Tuesday for the legislature,
governor and courts after killing a
Republican’s bill that would have
opened up even more records.
The Assembly Committee on
Governmental Organization voted 8-1 to
send a bill by Assemblyman Leon
Ralph, D-Los Angeles, to the lower
house floor.
But the panel killed a measure by
Republican Robert Mc Lennan of
Downey on a 4-1 voteone less than
needed for passage.
McLennan said the committee vote
proved the Assembly’s Democratic
leadership "talked open records but
does not believe in it."
He said Ralph’s proposal was not a
true open records bill because it
discussed only financial records of the
governor’s office.
Ralph said his bill would "make the
Legislature accountable to the public
about how we spend their money"
without violating privacy.
He said his measure would safeguard
such things as telephone conversations
and correspondence between lawmakers and their constituents.
The committee’s three Republicans,
Assemblymen Frank Murphy of Santa
Cruz, Robert Cline of Northridge and
William Campbell of Hacienda Heights,
joined Democrat Mike Cullen of Long
Beach in supporting the McLennan
measure.
Democrat Herschel Rosenthal of Los
Angeles cast the only no vote. Four
other Democrats abstained.
Murphy was the only committee
member to then vote against the Ralph
bill.
Both bills would remove the exeniplion held by the governor’s office, state
courts and Legislature to the Public
Records Act, which requires the
disclosure of all but a few specified
documents held by state agencies.
But the Ralph bill contains exemptions not included in Mclennan’s
nieasure.

Briding Newell

The Ralph proposal would apply only
to records prepared and maintained by
Senate and Assembly administrative
offices after Dec. 2, 1974. McLennan’s
mensure set no cutoff date.
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letters
Minorities need economic help
for affirmative action to succeec
For many decades we in America
paid lip service to the concept of
equality of all peoples. Because of
prejedices, Catholics, Jews, blacks,
Orientals, native Americans, women,
Spanish-speaking
immigrants,
Americans and just about every group
that was a minority in a particular
locale, was denied equal opportunity in
every aspect of life, from housing to
educational opportunity.
Gradually, minorities have overcome
many of the barriers that denied them
opportunities to realize their full
potentials. Despite progress, some
minority groups are so badly disadvantaged at this time that their plights
must be discussed.
Recent statistics indicate that balcks
earn, on the average, about two thirds
the amount earned by whites. Unemployment rates among blacks are much
higher than among whites.
Earnings are low and unemployment
is high among other minorities such as
and
native
Spanish-speaking
Americans.
Because of this economic deprivation
and because of barriers noted above,
these minorities are also under
educated.
Now, what does all of this have to do

with "affirmative action?" The answer
is everything.
Current interpretation of the name
boils down to the "merit system."
Under the "merit system," appointments, retention and promotions
are supposed to be granted on the bases
if ability and performance only.
For minorities that have been able to
attain educational qualifications equal
to that of the majority, the "merit
system" is the answer to most of their
problems of seeking and achieving
professional ambitions.
For educationally deprived peoples,
the "merit system" by itself is
inadequate. They must have equal
education. Candidates for faculty
positions must have earned the Ph.D.
( a few fields exist in which this is not
the case). To earn a Ph.D., the average
student spends 9-to-10 years from entrace to the university to completion of
graduate studies.
The cost for nine years of higher
education is at least $22,500 plus earnings foregone. Some students receive
financial aid and a few receive full
support.
Even if full support is granted,
families are reluctant to forego the
income that a young person can earn
after graduation from secondary
school.
Thus, poverty deprives people of
equal educational opportunity.
Poverty, cultural deprivation and
past restrictions are responsible for the
poverty of black, native Americans and
Spanish speaking Americans who hold
Ph.D.’s. In Civil Engineering, less than
one-half of one per cent of Ph.D.’s
granted last year went to blacks.
Undoubtedly, in other fields more
blacks have worked for and earned
Ph.D’s. The most recent figures inEditor:
dicate that balcks are currently earToday, with almost unlimited sources ning about 2.7 per cent, Spanish
of information available to people, it speaking Americans are earning .7
that CAR said I couldn’t have, I began seems highly unlikely that the percent and Native Americans are
misunderstanding and distortion of earning .4 per cent. Thus the total for
to wonder again.
I suppose the truth lies somewhere in theories would exist. However, these minorities is about 3.8 per cent.
distortions and misunderstandings do Their proportions in society as a whole
between. The green mountains look
exist.
is about 20 per cent.
pretty here ( it’s very barren on the
ambition."
The most noteable and phenomenal
Everything else being equal, one may
A newspaper publisher that I met East Coast in winter) and the weather
example is that of Marxism and assume that about 4 per cent of all
during a job interview took one look at has been nice lately.
But we don’t really have a monopoly Leninism. There is a constant reference positions in academia would go to these
me and asked if people were more
to Marx and Lenin in newspapers, minority Ph.D’s.
casual and informal in California. Not on any kind of life style. Thanks to a
books, and other literature by students,
Thus the white majority which equals
knowing how to properly use a tie, I mobile society and a national mass
media, people in urban areas are pretty teachers, respectable social scientists, about 80 per cent of the population will
encouraged that viewpoint.
newspapermen, politicians, and obtain about 96 per cent of the jobs in
Actually, I suppose I encouraged all much the same.
academia. Thus the average white
I don’t know if it’s west coast snob- philosophers.
of these stereotypes. It sounds apYet with few exceptions it seems that Ph.D. enjoys about a 20 per cent
pealing to know that I’ve spent my life bery or what that spread these stories.
But when I came back I suffered more these people have never as much as greater opportunity for faculty apin an enlightened, laid-back style.
glaced at a line written by Marx or pointments than would be the case if all
But when my olane landed at San from jet lag than culture shock.
I’m just worried now about finding Lenin and social scientists are satisfied elements of society were equally
F’rancisco airport through a thick
brown layer of smog and I spent my some flower children to show my with a minimal knowledge of Marx and educated. The average minority child
Lenin.
has about one-fifth the chance of
first few days back fighting for classes eastern friends when they come to visit.
Apparently they feel safe acting as becoming a professor as the average
on
peoples’
relying
in
this
field,
experts
white child.
ignorance and fear and especially since
For these minorities to increase their
status
in
the
nobody with power and
proportions in academia within the
present establishment will challenge foreseeable future they would have to
their ignorant statements.
earn a proportion of Ph.D.’s that is
I would suggest to these critics of considerably in excess of 20 per cent of
Marx and Lenin to read Marx and all Ph.D.’s.
Lenin before criticizing their theories.
In other words, to achieve parity
Matthew Baumgardner ultimately, the number of Ph.D.’s
anonymously. They should later call
Senior, Biology-Chemistry granted to these minorities would have
back to see if additional information is
needed.
Campus Security may find more
students willing to give information
to help nab suspects without placing the about crimes if they would adopt this or
informant’s lives in danger or their a similar type of procedure with
time in court.
student information. Students are not
students should call Campus Security apathetic about law enforcement, just
when they witness a crime, but do so tired of red tape and personal danger
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Read works
of Lenin,

Images of East Coast dwellers
Marx first
don’t hold true, traveler discovers
By Jeff Mapes
.
Armed only with my west coast
chauvinism, I travelled to Washington,
D.C. during semester break and
mingled with the Eastern establishment. Instead of finding the Eastern
stereotypes I envisioned, I found some
interesting attitudes about Californians.
The president of an advertising firm
told me he thought people were nicer in
the West. It seems like a more relaxed
life, he said; people smile at you more
often.
A coed from a Delaware college said
she would love to go to California but
her parents wouldn’t let her because
they didn’t want her turning into a
"typical California drop-out with no

(

comment

Apathy about law enforcement
not problem; hassle, danger cited
By John Bodle
5:27 a.m., you’re awakened by the
screams of a woman. Outside your
window a woman is being beaten and
robbed. Sleepily, you ask yourself if this
is a dream.
It’s not.
You get a detailed description of the
attacker: 6-foot-2, 155, black male with
short hair and dressed in an orange
jersey, green pants, a dark trench coat
and carrying a green plastic bag.
You are faced with a decision. Either
remain silent and safe, or give Campus
Security your information and be
dragged into court while taking the risk
that your name be found out by
assailant.
One student found herself in this
position a few weeks ago. She was
scared of the possible effects and is still
waiting to see if there are any. She
wanted to help a 56-year-old woman
capture her assailant, but finds she
may have placed her own life in
jeopardy.
Campus Security should not ask the
names of informants nor encourage
their identification.
Campus police should allow students
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Why are some persons
more equal than others?
By Irene Helm
Legislators and other important
people seem to be more privileged and
thus, more protected by law enforcement officers than other citizens.
This was demonstrated again last
week when the Sacramento Police
Chief announced that henceforth his
officers would, upon request, "gladly
drive home any lawmaker who had too
much to drink."
The announcement followed the furor
raised after three California legislators
were arrested for drizken driving
during recent months.
The arresting officer, the same in
each case, was afterwards charged
with being "overzealous in the performance of his duty," and ordered
"more closely supervised" by the
chief.
Given the death and destruction
drunk drivers cause, there should be no
qualms about any program that would
keep them off the road.
However I seriously doubt the Police

4

Chief’s offer extends to average
citizens.
The idea is a good one but only if the
service is offered to everyone in
Sacramento.
In a land that proclaims "equality for
all" no one group should receive special
favors.
If the average Joe has to take a
taxicab after drinking too much, then
so should lawmakers.

Contact Daily
about letters
Eight letters to the editor have been
submitted to the Spartan Daily without
the necessary information about the
authors.
If you have submitted a letter
recently and have not seen it in the
Daily, contact the Opinion Page editor
in JC 208 or call 277-3181 between 2 and
4:30 p.m.

to increase more than five fold fror
per cent to 20 per cent.
To achieve parity in the foresee
future they would have to increase
share from 3.8 per cent to at least 2
cent or about 5.6 times.
The economic picture precludes
such possibilities and the "n
system""Affirmative Action"
out
massive economical aid to
minorities sets the seal on the s
quo.
George M. Sit
Professor of Civil Enginee

Scully’s eg<
detrimenta
to critique
Editor:
Last week I attended a lecture
slide show presented by Sean 8
where he committed the WM
cardinal sin of perpetuating his
That is to say, along with talking a
six contemporary British artists
also was explaining to the viewer
own work.
His attempt to explain his own
challenges his credibility as a prof(
of art. There is a big difference bet,
talking about someone’s work
explaining your own.
First, talking about someone’s
dwells in the area of art criticism.
entails examining the highs and
weak or strong points which lea
some type of aesthetic pleasure.
when an artist starts explaining his
work, two things happen: his
lacks aesthetic unity ( visual
pleteness ) for when a viewer
trouble in reading the visual Imp
the artist will inject his own v
explaination to fill the void that e
And if this is so, as in Scully’s cast
own work would lack unity within i
The second has to do with
petuating the artists own ego and
the ultimate insult that Scully’
committed, not only to himself but.
to his own followers.
Artists like Scully deal in the v
language but he contradicts himsi
his dealings with the verbal lang
and should stick to trying to
himself in his paints. Example: S
said that when he paints the result
’unpredictable’. Yet, in the
breath he stated that "nothing hap
by accident."
Considering that the center ot
visual art world exists in the
Scully on his visit should learn
difference between the term "ta,
about" and "explaining to" andI
they apply to the artist’s own ea
Charles R. Gi4
Junior, Phil
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Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
will hold its "Smoker"
tonight at 7:30 in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. All interested college men are
invited.

NEW GR I LLWOR K "JRJ Screens and Things’. sells screens and wrought iron

.
11.1911111VW
- .

Orientation meetings for
spring job interviews will be
held today and Friday at
12:30, 1:30, 2:30 and 3:30
p.m. in the S.U. Uniunhum
Room.
Employers participating
in the meeting wish to see
students in the following
majors: engineering, math,
computer science, physics.
geology, geophysics,
environmental
biology,
studies, economics, business
administration, accounting,
industrial administration
and industrial technology.
Any majors interested in
technical marketing and
MBA’s with technical Undergraduate degrees should
also attend.

orndincii!s.

Gas gone,
but stations
still live on
FAMILIAR
SHAPEThe
pumps have been banished
although cars still stop by to
fill-up on sandwiches, or
hotdogs or to look at a nmk
type of grillwork. These
once-abandoned gas stations
have been put to new uses.
"Dino’s Sandwich Shop" on
East William Street sells a
variety of lunch foods and
snacks. ’’J.R.J. Screens and
Things" on White Road sells
screens and wrought iron
ornaments. "Just Dogs" on
Alum Rock Ave. serves
hotdogs and even supplies
car service like the gas
stations used to.

Steve Blumenthal

are more inclined to reflect
local prejudice than promote
changes in America’s biased
legal system.
Before the discriminatory
legal precedent concerning
homosexual employment
can be erased, said Cobey, a
test case must be brought
’
before the courts.
A number of cases may
pass through the courts, she
said, before a new precedent
is established.
"The days of the activist
court, which stand up and
declare the rights ot Tian,
are gone," said Cobey.
Equal
Even
the
Employment
Opportunity
Commission EEOC), who
has done so much for other
minority groups, she said,
has never established a
policy either confirming or
relinquishing gay rights.
Colby said the EEOC is
afraid to mention or discuss
the subject.

nt4911111111111

Elizabeth Cobey
Basically, the homosexual
has no rights in private industry, as far as employment is concerned, she
said.
San Francisco passed the

ANTIFREEZE

The drug has proved to
use a higher incidence of
:inal cancer in daughters
those who take it during
vancy, according to
i ler.
For that reason, the center
highly recommends"
erapudic abortions if the
I doesn’t work, Miller
d.
He estimated not more
an 10 women a year ask for
Mil on campus.

It must be taken for five
days consecutively and
makes patients "extremely
nauseous," Miller said.
The FDA said it believes
25-milligram doses needed
for emergency contraceptive
purposes does not constitute
a health hazard and is effective if taken with two
following intercourse.
It was approved as a
"morning
after"
contraceptive several years ago
according to Cam Gray,
FDA consumer sales officer.’
DES was widely used in
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much smaller doses to
prevent miscarriage during
the 50s, she said.
The magnitude of the
dosage used makes the
difference between whether
the drug causes miscarriage
or prevents it, Gray ex-
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nations
first .
"Gay
Employment Rights Law" in
May of 1972.
The city’s new administrative code calls for
nondiscrimination in regard
to
sex
or
"sexualorientation," she said.
Illegal discrimination
This law also requires that
advertising, for new employees
must
not
discriminate because of
sexual orientation.
A case that is still pending
a final decision involves a
male homosexual who has
had a security clearance for
17 years, said Cobey.
About nine years ago the
man became gay and
somebody found about it, she
said.
The federal court in San
Francisco issued an injunction restraining the
company from dismissing
the employee on the grounds
this would cause him

Aorning after pill requires
yarning against frequent use
Written warning regarding
e dangers of a conrersial "morning after"
r di control pill being
)ensed on campus is now
uired by the Food and
ig Administration (FDA).
Under regulations apved two weeks ago, the
11 must now be packaged
ith a warning against
peated use.
The FDA claims the
nthetic hormone DES
ould be used only once and
en only under the direct
pervision of a doctor for
nergency situations."
The campus medical
nter has been dispensing
e drug for about one and a
If years to students who
quest it, according to Dr.
even Miller, campus

Ready For
Spring?

A $200 scholarship is
available to children of
Hewlett-Packard
employees. They can be any major
as long as they have
Sophomore or upper division
standing.
Deadline is March 2 for
applicants. Contact the
Financial Aids office for
further information.

in MD
glorious
colors
from
Winsor& Newton
More ink in every bottle!
Have you tried the all-new Winsor & Newton Inks
in the beautiful package? The formula is completely
revised so every one of the 20 brilliant colors mixes
easily with every other And the black .. well. its
lust about the densest black you cart get
The newth oz bottle was especially designed
to minimize spillage. More ink for your money

Homosexuals seek equal employment rights
By Kit Frederic
Judges are cowards," for
fusing to give homosexuals
ual protection under the
, said an American Civil
betties Union represenive.
hey are afraid to enact
nges
which
could
ssibly
invite
public
cule, Elizabeth Cobey, a
il attorney charged last
ek at the Gay Student
on meeting on campus.
The judges and courts are
Ming still waiting for
blic opinion to catch up
th the gay liberation
iiennent, said Cobey to the
people in attendence.
Theoretically," on the
is of the 1964 Civil Rights
., homosexuals should
ceive equal employment
otection, Cobey said.
Idges reflect prejudices
Most judges are white
Anglo-Saxon
nservative
ales," she said , and they

ammunition in a relatively
short period of time" unless
the U.S. government quickly
extends additional military
aid, Ford said.
But he said a negotiated
Cambodian peace is possible
if the Lon Nol government
can hold out until May, when
the dry season ends.
Schlesinger testified to the
House
defense
appropriations subcommittee
that the probability for
Cambodia’s survival is
"extremely
high"
if
Congress approves more aid
although he could not assure
that.
"There is no such thing as
a guarantee," Schlesinger
said.

SILVA

Two $500 scholarships are
being offered by Bay Area
Personnel Women to women
who have a 3.0 or better
grade point average.
The deadline is March 31.
information
For more
contact the financial aids
office.

Photos by
’ILL ’ER UP"Dino’s Sandwich Shop" can fill you up
t lunchtime if your gauge reads empty.

WASHINGTON APThe
Cambodian
government’s
survival against Communist
hinges
on
insurgents
congressional approval of
additional military aid for
the Southeast Asian country,
President Ford and
Secretary of Defense James
R.
Schlesinger
said
yesterday.
They said the government
of Lou Nol has a good chance
of surviving if the aid is
approved but that it will
crumble for sure within
weeks without assistance.
At a news conference in
Hollywood, Fla., Ford said
the situation in Cambodia is
"extremely critical."
"Cambodia will run out of

plained.
The high incidence of
vaginal cancer in daughters
of those who took the drug
then and the discovery of
cancer in cattle used for
recent tests prompted the
new regulations, Gray said.

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes it
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
loss of his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE
404 So. Third
289-8681
(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)

irreconcilable harm, Cobey
explained.
Some states, such as
Oregon and New Hampshire,
have much more liberal laws
concerning gay people, said
a person at the meeting.
Oregon is much more
receptive to gays and even
have gay policemen, explained this person.
"The gay movement in
California is just beginning
to come out of the closet,"
Cobey said.
The best way to enact
change to give equal rights
homosexual is to
to the
approach it through the
legislature, she said.
The California legislature
and the government of San
Jose has not solidified yet
and is ripe for new ideas
concerning gay liberation,
xplained Cobey.
This would mean launching a political campaign
and cooperating with the
state legislature for the

quickest results, she said.
And this would probably be
much easier than fighting it
through the courts, added
Cobey.
The only time an employer
can distinguish which sex to
hire when sex is a "bona fide
occupational qualification,"
explained Cobey.
For example, only women
can be hired as wet nurses
and only men can be used for
sperm bank donors.
She explained that the
public seems to be more
willing to accept gay females
than gay males.
The women’s liberation
movement is well organized
and wields a lot of power,
said Cobey.
"Women are attuned to
getting behind their gay
for
fighting
sisters
equality," she said, "but I
don’t see this same thing
happening in the men’s gay
movement."

954 each
SJART
PAINT
WALLPAPER

PICTURE FRAMES

97

VALLEY FAIR
249-9700
JOSE

SAN

365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
941.3600

MT. VIEW

KARL’S AUTO REPAIR
VW Spring Special
Tune-up
Oil Change
Lubrication
$25.95

Including plugs, points, oil, adjusting valves.
310 Keyes Corner of 7th and Keyes
279-3424
Check for our Toyota and Datsun Prices

AMTRAK RAIL SALE
Seattle

Otcp
Now at74/
A78, 2-2

Los Angeles

OP

San Diego

Nowaiily
.254?..jla

Our new round-trip coach Excursion Fares offer the biggest savings in Amtrak history.
Compare them to the plane, bus or even driving and you’ll go by train. Go soon. Go visit
the family. See old friends or new places. Leave any day in the week. But you must stay
at least 7 and no more than 21 days from date of departure. Pick up your Rail Sale bargain
soon. Amtrak Excursion Fares valid through June 11th.
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Amtrak listed in the Yellow Pages under Railroads.
Amtrak IMMM
\Vie making the train. worth traveling again.
4

4

Winterland vibrate

A political parable of the
rise and fall of a bloody
tyrant opens tomorrow in the
Potrero Hill Neighborhood
House, San Francisco.
The play is Sophocles’
"Oedipus Tyrannus" and is
produced by the Julian
Theatre of San Francisco.
Edward Weingold directed
and adapted the classic

; Nothing fits
like an old
tennis shoe.
Unless it’s a
resoled
teilnis shoe.

Greek tragedy according to
interpreation
new
a
originated last summer at
the Chichester Festival
Theatre in England.
will
Rekow
Richard
perform in the title along
with Alma Becker as
Jocasta, Larry Friedlander
as Crew and Rob Pherson as
Tiresias. Robert Struckrnan
portrays the Corinthian
Messenger and Richard
Reineccius as the Theban
Shepherd once Oedipus’
savior as part of the 19
member cast.
Tickets can be obtained by
calling 415! 647-8098, or at
the Potrero Hill Neighborhood House, 953 Haro St.,
San Francisco.

Pete Tooia

CHARLEY MUSSELVVHITE -People danced before the band even started to play.

O’Irc.al factory resoling
and repair service for
a!
T shoes.
didas
Puma
Tretorn
Tiger
Head
Nike
Converse And more.
CORDONS SPORT SHOP
11,,s,nteo.rt ,n Jose
Fourth and San Fernando
I elerh-, 2.11(003

Dave Mason will appear in
concert at Winterland
Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m.
Commander Cody and His
Lost Planet Airmen and a
new group called Bonaroo
are also on the bill.
Tickets are $6 at the door
and $5 in advance from all
major Bay Area ticket
outlets.

FREE
ROOT BEER FLOAT

rinTate):1745reVi
BR1NI

TH1S COUPor-i

Hart Munari 360 sale priced
$4/.95
Munari Super reg $165 now......$129.95
all in stock 20% off
Kastinqer
All Foam Boots
$15 to $50

\ Swing West..
plus Parkas . Pants . and Sweaters
Skyr and Obermeyer
25% Off
T -Necks Reg 9.00......Now $6.75

e Backpacking
,

By Don Weber
The Charley Musselwhite
Blues Band returns to the
Joint Effort Coffee House
tonight at 8.
Tickets to be sold at the
door are $1.50 for students
and $2 general admission.
Musselwhite,
a
fine
vocalist and master of the
blues harp, has been playing
top-notch blues for eight
years with guitarist Tim
Kaihatsu and bassist Karl
Severeid.

Drummer Jerry Olson has
been with the band about two
years, coinciding with the
time Musselwhite has lived
in San Jose.
Friday night, the band
provided the most danceable
and tightest music, indeed
the best music of the Joint
Effort’s opening weekend.
Musselwhite didn’t pack
the house like Tim Buckley
and Merl Saunders had on
Thursday night, but most of
the 90 persons who showed

up
were
Musselwhiteconscious and knew what to
expect.
There were people dancing
even before the band started
to play.
And when the music came,
it simply got hotter and
hotter and hotter until the
display of talent was
awesome.
Tonight’s crowd can expect three fine sets and a
truly formidable urge to
boogie.

By Gay Gasser
SARATOGA
They
should have called it
"Marathon 150" because
that’s how many agonizing
minutes it lasted.
Staying awake was a
challenge of marathon
proportions as the Saratoga
Civic Theatre presented
"Marathon ’33," a painfully
slow, pathetically acted, and
confusingly written play.
Written by June Havoc
about her experiences in
dance marathons during the
Depression, this play is rated
"suggested for mature
audiences only."
Relatively speaking
Unfortunately, it should
have been suggested for the
relatives of the actors only.
That is practically the only
group that could have enjoyed this play.
The stage was set with
signs warning: "Contestants
not permitted to accept
candy, food, or liquids from
spectators." A prominent
chalkboard marked "Hours"
was in front of the band
platform, in order to let the
audience know how long the
dancers had been at it.
Expertise somewhere
Marathon champion Ray
Gann acted as "technical
adviser" for the production
so some authenticity must
have been evident.

It’s too bad Gams couldn’t
have helped the content of
the play or the quality of the
performances within it.
Cheryl Loyd is cast as an
innocent teenager fresh from
an unsuccessful vaudeville
career who is coaxed into
entering the marathon by the
cigar -puffing "bad guy"
promoter.
He tells her "You’ll get
enough money to pad your
bra until you look like Jean
Harlow."
’Cautcha see?’
Loyd tries to look and
sound like a 30-year -old
Shirley Temple. She gulps,
frowns, and clenches her
teeny-weeny widdle fists into
knots while she crosses her
legs and squeaks out
something like "Cantcha
see?"
Loyd’s slurpy dialogue and
the incredible corniness of
her character makes one
cringe every time she comes
on stage.
Larry Ferguson, overly
made up, plays Dankle, the
tough promoter. He trips
over his lines, walks stiffly,
and puffs so hard on his cigar
that it seems he is aware of
his professional flaws.
Toney fairly good
Ray Toney, who looks
amazingly like Ray Bolger,
plays June’s partner, the
marathon champion. Toney
does a fairly good job with
his lines and is actually a
pretty good tap dancer.
He can’t help it if the
dialogue is aimless, unintelligible, and downright
ridiculous.

The rest of the cast is
practically incidental. There
is a band leader who reads
his lines off his music stand
and waves his baton stupidly
through the air.
Then there are the nine or
ten couples parading around
circles,
the stage in
caressing, shaving, or
washing their socks.
Too much corn
Every ten minutes the
band leader calls out "How
long can they last, folks?" or
the promoter comes out with
"Let those arches fall where
they may."
The other actors, with a
few exceptions, are stuck
with lines like "Out there on
that floor, sadism is sexy and
masochism is talent," or
"There’ll always be the
marathon, the world can’t
live without it."
Jokes, though, were the
show’s
saving
grace,
because there were about
three or four very good ones
told by the cast members
during the rest breaks.
Otherwise, when the
dancers took "puke excuse,"
the audience should have
too.

with a machine gun.
Although
Entwhistle’s
rock was tight, it suffered
because the sound system
was amplified more than
usual.
The music was also
destroyed by a severe flaw in
the sound system itself.
There was a constant buzz.
As Entwhistle concluded
his set with "Pipeline," one
wondered if Dr. Frankenstein could have eased the
pain felt in the thousands of

pounding eardrums.
With the sound systl,
repaired, the J. Geils ba
appeared.
The atmospehre reset.
bled a religious revival lit
lead singer Peter Wolf yell t
exhortations about the ne
to boogie and make love. ;
The band was constantly
motion, and lead guitar
Geils and bassman Datil
Klein, often caressed th,
instruments while rolli
about on the stage,

camaibell calif.

PRESENTS

Doctor Hook
and the

Medicine Show
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 27
Plenty to Eat & Drink
$2.00 - must be 21

-ro

Now
Reg.
$160.00
Hart Freestyle.
$195.00
Dynastar S 730.
Dynastar Freestyle $135.00
$125.00
Hart Hustler
Blizzard Firebind
$150.00
$99.95
$76.00
Hart ATM
$95.00
Dynastar S 100 rental
With bindings $155 new
$59.00 Sale Price

Skiing
Campme

Charley Musslewhite
back at coffeehouse

By Alfred J. Bru
SAN FRANCISCO
Another
case
of
a
"Frankenstein" versus its
creator occurred Saturday
night at Winterland with
both parties abetting each
other’s craziness.
The capacity audience,
like the monster, endured an
overwhelming wattage of
rock and roll generated by
Joe Vitale’s Madmen, John
Entwhistle’s Ox and the J.
Geils Band.
Not only did the crowd
endure these bands, it liked
them. Immenseley, in fact.
And why not? The music
was quite good.
Karloff dances
Even Boris Karloff would
have danced the funky
chicken if he had felt the
insanity that reigned in the
arena.
The audience bobbed and
weaved, screamed, passed
out, and clapped hands.
Joe Vitale’s Madmen,
formerly known as Barnstorm, played like bats out of
hell.
Keeping the monstrous
mold intact were John
Entwhistle and his band Ox.
Also ’Who’ Member
Entwhistle is also a
member of the famed
quartet, The Who.
Entwhistle played cuts
from his "Mad Dogs,"
"Smash Your Head Against
the Wall," and Rigor Mortis" albums.
Also included were his
Who compositions in which
he sang about a whiskey
man, a spider named Boris,
and his wife chasing him

Tennis

1020 IN SAN CARLOS ST_ SAN JOSE
275 9100
295.5600

and
TONIGHT EVERY T HURSDAY

SPAGHETTI FEED akd&a,
ALL YOU CAN EAT Ijrjr-

There was a time
when the EARTH*
negative heel shoe
was the only shoe
in the world with
the heel lower than
the toe. In those
days the other
people who made
shoes just laughed
at us.
But things have
changed. And now
that you love our
Earth brand shoes
so much, the shoe
companies have
stopped laughing
and started copying.
But what they
don’t understand is
this. Merely lowering the heel of a

of our cities.
And the Earth
shoe is patented.
That means it can’t
be copied without
being changed. And
if it’s changed it just
isn’t the Earth shoe.
So to be sure
you’re getting the
Earth brand shoe.
look on the sole for
the Earth trademark and U.S.
patent #3305947.
You’ll be glad
you did.
Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for
men and women.
From $23.50 to
$42.50.
* EARTH is a registered
trademark of Kalso
Systemet, Inc.
01974 KaINSystemet. I

Please ask about our discount shoes.
122 Stanford Shopping Center Palo Alto
(415) 326-4600

THE "3-6-9" ENDURANCE DOUBLES
Saturday, March 1, 10:00 pm
Two persons per team -8 games, handicap
Automatic strikes in 3rd, 6th, 9th frame each game
Entry fee -15.00 per team
Win trophies, 6 tickets to the 1975 World Figure Skating Tour,
& many free games of bowling

THROATS!
Student Special
$1.00 off
with ASB card

SPECIAL FEATURE:

The 3rd & 6th games will be bowled in the dark (a preview of
"Moonlite Bowling") with many games given away.

ADDED ATTRACTION:
18 -plus entertainment
corner lit
and San Salvador
_ one block from Duncan Hall, 3rd & San Salvadoi

shoe isn’t enough.
And imitating the
outside of our shoe
isn’t enough.
Just because a
shoe looks like the
Earth" shoe doesn’t
mean it works like
the Earth shoe.
It took many
years to perfect the
Earth brand shoe.
To get the arch just
right. To make the
toes wide, comfortable and functional.
To balance the
shoe. To mold the
sole in a special way
so that it will allow
you to walk in a
natural rolling
motion. Gently and
easily, even on the
hard jarring cement

The Games Area will remain open until completion of the tournament
signups at the desk
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SJSU track preview: Spartans look good
By Nick Nasch
’ith one world amateur
xr record holder and
school record holders
mg its ranks, this year’s
Ck team’s limits are
ounded.
he SJSU track season
ns Saturday at 11 a.m.
h a triangular meet
inst Hayward State and
Francisco State at Bud
iter Field, 11th and
nboldt streets.
We think potentially we
e a better team than last
r," Ernie Bullard, head
)1i coach, said of his
kd which has won the
oific Coast Athletic
iation (PCAA) team
the last two years.
Young team
e have a lot of young
le who are untested in
level of competition,"
ard said. "But the talent
ere in abundance."
ong the talent Bullard
e of is Dan Ripley,
ical education senior,
set a world amateur
r pole vault mark of 18
1 Jan. 18 at the Sunkist
tational in Los Angeles.
sides Ripley, school
rd holders are senior
jumper
Charles
key, with a best of 7 feet
and junior Mark
Ding, who is the only

or gains
nals race
xt month
tidy Poor, SJSU senior,
be one of six U.S.
esentatives in the
Cross
World
lien’s
itry Championships next
th in Morocco.
e qualified for the
npionships with a fourthe finish in a two and onemile qualifying run last
rday at UCLA.
or, representing the San
Cindergals, was timed
3:11.6, compared with
ner Julie Brown of
A’s 12:54.4.

[Sipart an Dail,

sports]

Charles Mackey
sub-four minute miler in
SJSU history with a 3:58.6.
The fourth school record
holder is Ron Livers, a
sophomore from Norristown,
Pa., whose older brother
Larry is an assistant to
Bullard.
Ron Livers has done 52 feet
22 in the triple jump and
also is a top high jumper
with a best of 6 feet 1012.
Defending champs
have
The
Spartans
defending PCAA champions
in seven events.
Between them, Ripley,
Schilling and Ron Livers won

five events at last year’s
PCAA meet.
Ripley won the pole vault,
Schilling the mile and 880yard run and Ron Livers the
high and triple jumps.
Additionally junior Marc
Genet won the three-mile
and Curtis Davis, a senior,
took the long jump.
Genet, a versatile distance
runner, has life-time bests of
4:11.5, 8:51.0 and 13:41.8 in
the mile, two-mile and threemile, respectively.
Davis, an administration
of justice major has long
jumped 25 feet 10’s.
Another key returnee for
Bullard will be sprinter Ron
Whitaker, a sophomore from
San Francisco, with bests of
9.4 in the 100-yard dash, 21.1
in the 220 and 47.0 in the 440.
Bullard plans to allow
Whitaker to concentrate on
the 440, since the SJSU coach
recruited sprinters heavily.

SJSU’s baseball team
broke out of its hitting slump
Tuesday, and not coincidentally, the Spartans won
their third game of the year.
The Spartans exploded for
15 hits in an 11-7 triumph
over Hayward State on the
Pioneer campus.
SJSU hurler Jeff Gingrich
picked up his second win of
the year, going seven-plus
innings. He’s now 2-1.
Hayward had beaten SJSU
two of three previous times
in 1975. But a Spartan offensive attack led by Rich
Guardino and Dave Jost

e Spartan JV baseball team upped its
rd to 3-5 with a doubleheader win over
Francisco State Tuesday at Spartan
ond.
e JV’s topped the Gators, 7-1 and 8-4.
1 Bertoldo twirled a three-hitter to win
opener and Ken Orpitelli captured the
nd contest with a five-hitter.
’m really happy with those two perances," said JV coach Sam Piraro.
ching hasn’t been one of our strong
ts this year. We’re awfully short on it."
’ram also said that errors and walks by

gave SJSU a split in the fourgame series.
Leading 6-3 going into the
ninth inning, SJSU rammed
across five more runs to
stake relief pitcher Pat
O’Brien to an 11-3 lead.
O’Brien gave up four runs
in the bottom of the ninth,
but the Spartans were never
really worried.
Guardino opened the ninth
with a bunt single. Dave lus
also singled and Guardino
scored on John Laubhan’s
single.
Following a walk to Gary
Bayer, Mike Page singled in

the pitchers have plauged his team. In the
first six games, the JV’s had committed 24
errors and had given up 27 unearned runs.
But in both games against the Gators, the
Spartans only had one error and the pitchers
only walkd three.
Greg Sheehan and Genaro Quintana led
the hitting Tuesday. On the year, Sheehan is
hitting .446 and Quintana is lacing the ball at
a .611 clip.
The JV’s play at 2:30 today at Stanford,
and meet Mitty High School Saturday at
Spartan Diamond at South Campus.

etters down Santa Clara,
ourney to Hayward State

2 Hank Pfister had an
:match with Matt Bader,
6-1
ii McNeil, No. 3 on the
, took care of the
cos’ Paul Dubrasich, 62
. 5 John Hursh fought off
is Huttenhoff, 6-3, 6-4,
reserve Greg Jasonides
!ated Henry Chan, 6-1, 6eshman Chris Garcia
unted for SJSU’s only
in singles, being edged
Santa Clara’s George
in, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
doubles competition,
eil and Hursh teamed
the Spartans’ only vic, a 6-2, 6-4 decision over

Mark

Schilling

Weeks has best of 57 feet in
the shot put and 182 feet in
the discus.
The
Spartans
also
recruited two state JC
champions in field events,
Dan Carter and David
Krogh, both juniors.
Carter has long jumped 25
feet 6 and Krogh has thrown
the javelin 236 feet.
Last year’s state high
school 880 champion, John
Musich, with bests of 1:51.0
in the 880 and 4:08.0 in the
mile, will aid Schilling in the
middle distance running

This season the SJSU track
team will face some of the
top track squads in the
country.
"There is nobody on our
schedule we can’t beat, but
there are some who could
beat us," Bullard said.
The Spartans’ schedule

Galbraith and Bader.
Jasonides and Garcia,
along with freshman Gary

Ching, and junior Reinaldo
DeMedeiras
dropped
doubles matches.

two more runs. Jost got
another run batted in and
SJSU scored its final tally on
another walk and a fielder’s
choice.

[

AAcademy of Art
College 46th Annual
Summer Study Grants
The Academy of Art College will award Summer Study Grants to
deserving art students for the 1975 Summer Session This program
is offered as a public service to young artists as an opportunity to
experience the quality education available at a professional art
college Students will benefit from an environment of highly moti
valed fellow art students together with the guidance ol a professional
faculty for six accelerated weeks of instruction

SEE YOUR ART TEACHER OR COUNSELOR FOR
FULL DETAILS AND APPLICATION INFORMATION’
or write
THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
525 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
(415) 673-4200

OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA

Help
LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
yourself to: improved grades, inl
improved
proved perception,
memory, improved concentration, I.
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371-1997.
College -age cleSSM al
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small classes,
Beverly
individual attention
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241.1300.
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7 30
p
in tile Student Chapel (located
between the men’s and women’s
gyms)
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes. styles
and colOrs. Traditional Creamy
white, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer for
SJSU students Present this ad and
receive a special diSCOunt on any
order
Town and County OupliCating
10321 S. Sunnyvale-Saratoga Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 2S3-1131.
The best of the MARX BROS. md. the
double feature. ThIS Friday, Feb.
20th. Both shows only 50 Cants in
Morris Dailey Aud. 7 I. 10 pm
Presented by A Phi 0. T.C.
- GREEK WEEK IS COMING
MARCH 11.14, 1975
A Benefit /Or Muscular DyStrOPhY
Circele Italian. Is Now Forming.
Please contact Foreign Language
Office, or call 732 6673

automotive

SEC THE SEA

DELICIOUS PIZZA
HOT SANDWICHES
SALADS
BEER and SOFT DRINKS
BANJO MUSIC MONDAY NIGHTS

Any poIlA of your chi, rt
Itbst pizza you"vie erne fast,:
expo as MarCh 2, 1975
Ciden for lunch 1 100 at,,. Mon - Sat

Journeyman mechanic *01 save ycu
on auto repairs Maim repairs on
Foreign cars Minor only on
American cars Ex. VW tune up 52$
guaranteed STEVE
Mal. al:
GEODES 247 VW

FOR SALE 1961 "Wildcat." 5250.00
Call 991.7294. Evenings.
17
FROST FREE REM
CU. FT. BROWN -6 MO. FULL
WARR SI25. OR BEST OFFER OR
TRADE FOR COLOR TV OR
ELECT. TYPEWRITER 371.9077.

[1,EMOM
*422Ihqe RAU Ma .
CPR MANORS
.00EAM DOW
*BANC
5PO.A4 6

The best of Me MARX BROS. indl. the
double feature. This Friday, Feb.
20th. Both shows only SO cents in
Morris Dailey Aud.. 7 & 10 Pm.
Presented by A Phi O. T.C.

aptavicep

for sale

0-41

wino ircr

210 winic 01511e 1100 c Anostik 374-841 I

Flocked Velvet Posters -large variety
$200 each New summer king site
Inch. bedspreads $5 $O Incense
pack of 2$ for 50 cents LLLLL yrtety
of patches Iron transfers Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias Strobe lights Largo
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. 110 E San Fernando
St.
CALCULATOR’
POCKET
’It
NEVER USED! 8 Digits. Auto per
cent, Constants. Big Display. More,
Ong Box, Full Yr. Guar. & Xtra
Batteries. $TO See to APPreciale
2691939.
Beads and Silver
Turitholse Rings
Bracelets Per Sale at 401 East
William Street. 998-12112.
’67 Ply.
WOO.

1 track tape player IIIKOK) .11/1PM
radio plus 4 speakers SOO or best
offer See Ray, Allen Hall Rm. 234.
Waterbed. Double brown nalphyde
padded sIdet, heater $140. See Ray.
After 5.30 any week day. Allen Hall.

TO TAKE OUT CALL 379-6130

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers SERVICE
Term
manuscrilth-letters 75 cents a
page Kitty Carter 262 1923.

"JOBS IN ALASKA. handheok--now
to work and live in Alaska Latest
pipeline information $300 CIA.
Box 7, Norwich Vt. OSOSS
ParItime people to teach tree no
terprise to potential entrepreneurs.
Call Marsen Assoc., ph. 257.3305, 8.12
noon, and 4-730 P.M. No exp. nec.
Steady
MAN
year round job working only Sat or
Sun 52.75 hr. Must have transp. 298
4900.
SALES /3.00 hr., S hrs daily on Sat
and Sun only, distributing ad
verlising information house to house
and making appointments for meat
salesman. 29134100.
%%%%% how easily Bob Hepburn
made t200.S400 a week for college
Helps students get started in
amazing part time business Free
details Write immediately. Hap
burn, Dept. 3524, Box 7727, VanNuys.
CA 91409.
Yard Work, Mowing, digging, plan
ling. East San Jose. Own Trans.
$2.25 per hour 259.5727

Extra WI I Bed SIM Util pd. on bus.
near shopsnear 101. MAYFAIR
ARMS 1670 E. Santa Clara Mgr No.
102, Ph 2511.2257 or 744.7466.

Any Sammy’s on campus? If yOu area
member of Sigma Alpha Mu
F rrrrr nity from any chapter in the
country, call Larry 904.2530 Or Vince
251.4157.

FURNISHED I DORM. APT. CLEAN
QUIET. Water & Garbage Pd.
Tenant parking 5135 mo Near SJSU
Summer rates available. 794,7332 or
292.4359.

Handsaw. and Masculine SJSU
graduate. now an executive, would
like to meet attractive girls for
dates Call 734.3763 Evenings

FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Sell service dry cleaned sweaters,
pants, blouses, most dresses 25
Lents EACH Kelly & Louise’s
Cleaners $55 E Santa Clara at 12th

ITV" turn
Does ititi word"
You off? Now you have an op
portsinity to make Sigma Alpha Mu
Fraternity your kind of fraternity. If
you don’t believe me, ask Larry 941
2030 or Vince 251.4157.

Noah’s Ark PreSchool 730 So. Second
ST, San Jose, phone 275.0461 Rates:
Full time-S90 per month. Part
time-53 per ’s day or 15 per full
day. Qualified staff. Friendly at
mosphere.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO
SHARE LO HOUSE th BLK FROM
CAMPUS WITH 2 GIRLS. 575 MO +
UTIL OWN BEDROOM 25941016 or
354.3370.
4 room I both apt. for 4. 030.00 each
Oil. paid phone 251.2750
Now taking applications for family to
rent S bed 1 oath home 330 S 171h,
San Jose 5200.00, phone 042 6862.
SHARE HOUSE SO. PA WITH
WOMAN + S ye CHILD. 3 BRIIIA
PROFESSIONAL PERSON OR
GRAD STU. NON-SMOKER. $00.
MO. + UTIL. 1114-2717 EVES +
WKENDS.
MEN STUDENTS-CLEAN.EAN, QUIET
ROOM, KITCHEN PRIV. S70, 495.
14th St. 294.5694
Girl, cthan quiet town. private room.
Kit. privl. 1170.mo plus dep. All
utilities pd. Nr. SJSU. 293.4401 eve.
MALE ROOMMATE W
SHARE 2 BDR . APT..? BL TO SJSU
ISO MONTH 297.4090.

LLLLL how easily Bob Hepburn
made $2005400 weekly for college.
Helps students get started quickly in
amazing part time business Make
money this week! Write i
medlately. Hepburn. Dept. 3531. Box
7727. Vats Nuys, CA 91409.
SPRING WORK: Weekends and
Evenings Sales, 1.3 per hr or more,
to start Begin tomorrow Green
Thumb Lawn Service 245 4920

SPACE FOR STUDIO OR WORK
SHOP F ROM 595 423 8131
SANTA CRU2 &I LOCATION
San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location
private parking, linen 71. maid
service, color TV. Ping pang, kit.
chen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano. free coffee. 71.50 week
share; 79 50-84.50 Mo share,
t09.50--up single 202 So. Ilth St.
Pho 793 7374

lost and found
$20 REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEE 4 KEEP CASE. MUSIC
NEEDED, NO QUESTIONS CALL
948.7698.

Skis 510. poles 51. rug $IO, chair SIO,
Site 10 Snoes 1.1. ski car rack 55 449
So 113th St Apt I

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996-1257
for free estimate.

MEN-WOMENI JOBS ON SHIPSI
No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer lob or carthr . Send S3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept. Cl
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
WashingtOn 91362.

TYPING
MIAS

Two
days

Throe Four
days days

Flee
days

$1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.35
.35
.35
.35

Each additional line add:
.50
50
.50

.50

.50

Minimum Throe Lone’ One Day

Check a Classification
ii Announcements ,1 Help Wanted

For Sale

ii Housing
iLostariil found
11 Personals

E xporiencod Thesis Typist-Master’s
Reports-Dissertations.
grebnraTennairaMM
-137
Escobar
Ave
Telephone 356 42441, Los Gatos
WRITING AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE.
TYPING, EDITING
CALL 9694420.
OVERSEAS
JOBS-Australia,
Europe. S. America, Africa.
Students all professions and OC
cupations 5700 to 13000 monthly.
Expenses paid. overtime. sight.
seeing Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept Al,
P.O. Box 603, COrH Madera. CA
94925.
E XPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports. Ttesis, etc.
Dependable Mrs Allen 294 1313.
--Pref. Typing-fast, accurate.
Can edit Metes, reports. etc.
Dependable-Mrs. Aslanian 2911154
MEDICAL. DENTAL II LAW SCHOOL
APPLICANTS: Have you applied
for 1975 classes, but without success
so for? Perhaps we can help you get
an acceptance Box 16140, St. Louis,
MO 63105
Student looking for house a yardWOrk
On weekends $15 Caper dar Sbelley
991 7470 after 6 00
Student Typing SO cents per pg. +
paper steno services extra. 396 S
Ilth St can ’lemma 998 035/

MEI=
EUROPE -ISRAEL -AFRICA OR IENT Student flights year round.
Contact ISCA 11687 San Vincent,
Blvd number a L S Calif 90049
TEL 12131 176-5469, 126-0955

NOTICE
SHORT
My home 767 3119

LOW COS
Europe, Orient & South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2415 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca. 94704
141515411.7000

Your paper read, edited for a modest
fee. Exper ,enced and !borough
Tutorial approach E x per t typtno
WWI notice Joe 371 4191

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx 37 letters and spaces tor each linel

Print name

Semester rate (all tsmies) 525.00

ii Entertainment

. Gentle,
WEDDING PHOT
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings.

Single Adults. Enrich your life by
attending coffee. fellowship I Bible
study. 8 45-1015 ern, Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears.
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
for children.

One
day

ii Automotive

Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249 MI

personals

Each
addi
t tonal
day

lines
lines
lines
tones

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area. One low price of SO8 includes
the full service of a PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER, sixty color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of cob, slides, and
B RIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge for
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
7’S et S1.00 each, ands
time, with
o 10’s at 57.00 each All work is
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide Open every
evening until 10 p.m. For FREE
BRIDAL PACKET call 357.3161.

removed
Hair
Unwanted
professionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist. Ph. US 1440 II
P.M. 2116 Lincoln Ave

("Classtfied Rates

3
4
5
6

16
PARIS...AM
MADRID...LONDON
STUDENT I.D. CARDS
SHIPS. BAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHTS...YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS,. FREE TRAVEL IN.
FOR-INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS ...WORK
ABROAD...CONTACT
MICHAEL
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 235 E Santa Clara, Na. 710.
SAN JOSE CA. 90113 14061 287.8301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN 9am -12
noon.

Understanding female sought to snare
apt. with sensitive young man
W.C.P. and office defect. Call 298
2301 after $00 p.m.

Dorm contract for sale. Save $50 or
better off regular dorm price For
more information call 99133017

help wanted

1/411, ex. cOrKI , 796 1705

SKIS -Brand New-never used
HEAD. US. Call evenings 293.6315
1.59 w SAN CMOS SAry Jost 275 1696

1740 SOU :It WINCHESTEI1 BL VD
Between Hamilton & Campbell Ave

Mother Olsons-111 locations-19.50 I.
70.50 wk. Mare, 27.50 8. 20.50 wk
single-discount or monthly rates.
122 N. 0th St. P1,0. 293.7374.

housing

COMPLETE KUDA.

PIZZA4a2N4

ANTONIO’S

The Spartans, now 3-5
overall,
entertain
UC
Berkeley Friday afternoon
at 2:30 in
Municipal
Stadium.

classified

announcements

includes three of the top ten
dual meet teams of last
year: UCLA, rated first,
Washington State University
ininth I and the University of
Washington (.)htnet
Last year SJSU lost to
UCLA and Washington State
and beat Washington

CALL FOR ENTRIES!

Hitters bomb Hayward, 11-7,
Gingrich picks up second win

ertoldo, Orpitelli pitch
partan JVs to sweep

e Spartan netters travel
ayward State for a 2:30
ch today after a seasoning win Tuesday over
a Clara.
ing only four of six
lars, the Spartans
sed of the University of
a Clara Broncos 6-3, at
SJSU courts on South
’pus.
e Meyers, the Spartans’
singles player, defeated
n Galbraith, Santa
a’s counterpart, in
ight sets, 6-1, 6-9.

"If anyone has greater leg
speed for the 440 than
Whitaker I haven’t seen
him," Bullard said.
One of the sprinters SJSU
got from the junior college
ranks is Mel Watson from
Contra Costa College, the
1974 JC West Coast Relays
Champ in the 100, who has a
best of 9.5.
Bruce Smiley, from Long
Beach City College with
bests of 9.5 in the 100 and 21.0
in the 220, was JC state meet
runner-up in both events last
year.
Bullard recruited John
McCollum
from
Mesa
Community College in
Arizona, where Bullard
coached before coming to
SJSU in 1968.
McCollum has bests of 9.3
in the 100 and 21.4 in the 220.
Also from Mesa is Mark
Weeks, a junior who will
compete in the shot put and
discus.

events.
Other middle and long
distance runners Bullard
will have are Dan Gruber, a
sophomore, and two juniors,
Rudy Krause and Wayne
Hurst.
Hurst and Krause were
fourth and sixth, respecPCAA
in
the
tively,
steeplechase last year.
Bullard gives assistant
coach Don Riggs credit for
the development of the SJSU
middle and long distance
running event corps.
Riggs credited
Bullard said Riggs, who is
also the cross country coach,
makes "the total distance
program go."
As for the upcoming
season, Bullard said, "We
feel we have more national
caliber athletes than last
year."
"We lack depth in certain
areas. Injuries will be a real
key to depth," Bullard said
while admitting these are
coaching cliches.
While acknowledging that
there is a lack of depth in the
hurdling events and the
weights, Bullard said "It’s
not that we don’t have very
fine people in these events."

.. Services
Transportation
r Travel
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Science students study natur41
By Karen Minkel
Hiking and backpacking
are common enough summertime pursuits, but for a
group of SJSU science
majors, the backpack trip
was only a long-awaited
beginning.
It took two years for the 12
undergraduate science
majors to prepare for that
sunimer vacation And the
project was not finished until
just after last (.’hristmas.
Their object was 12 weeks
of pure research funded by a
grant from the National
Science Foundation.
The group studied the
environment of a mountain
lake and the area directly
around it in the El Dorado
National Forest, west of
Lake Tahoe.
Each student’s job was to
collect facts about his
various discipline, said
Bonnie Green, a marine
biology graduate student and
the group’s scatologist. One
who studies animal diet by
the examination of fecal
droppings.)
But besides the facts,
Green said, -The biggest
thing that we all got out of it
was working together and
learning together.
we all con"Although
centrated on our own
topics,"
she added, "we
were able to experience
other disciplines and people
because everyone helped
each other with their
studies."
Bob Charles, an orinthologist one who studies
birds) and a graduate
student, led the group and
did most of the paper work.
Trip delayed
An unusually long winter
delayed the start of the study
since the trail they were to
take was still snowbound on
their June 15 starting date.
Snow prevented the group
from using pack animals to
transport their 3,000 pounds
of equipment to the lake nine

Mike F ernandez
GREEK WA YMembers of the Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity look on as

Gary Pavusko attempts to play Superman.

Silver anniversary bash
planned by fraternity
Alpha
Kappa
Pi
Fraternity will celebrate
its 25th anniversary this
week in the usual fraternity
way with parites.
Tonight there will be an
open bar for the Greeks
All the fraternity and
sorority members on
campus.
The members of the
fraternity on 62 S. 13th St.
will host a party with a live
band open to SJSU students
on Friday night.
Saturday the fraternity

will hold its own private
celebration.
According to member
Pat Hillhouse, Pi Kappa
Alpha is decended from
Sigma Gamma Omega, the
oldest local fraternity in
State
California
the
University and Colleges
system.
Ass article in the Sept. 26,
1934 Spartan Daily referred
to "Sigma Gamma Omega,
San Jose State’s oldest
local fraternity."

tiillhouse said Sigma
was
Omega
Gamma
local
as a
founded
fraternity in December
1928 and became chartered
as a Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity ois March 4, 1950.
Pi Kappa Alpha now has
members,
about
20
although it had between 40
and 50 before the 1960
student movement against
the war and trend toward
the use of drugs, said
liillhouse.

Newman book called ’trivial’

"padded" despite favorable
reviews from Newsweek and
New Yorker magazines.
Chaldecott read passages
from the book Newman said
he felt exemplified the
"grammatical
gangrene"
setting in on English.
Newman, an NBC news
correspondant, cited such
cases as boundaries that are
parameters, people who
don’t speak but who ar-

spartaguide
THURSDAY
Students International
Meditation Society will meet
at 8 p.m. in El) 434.
Asian American Studies
presents "Mother Country"
and "Taiken Yoko" at the
Camera One Theater, 336 S.
First St., today and
tomorrow. at 7 p.m. Free to
Oriocci members with
issembership cards.
Afro-American
Literature
Club will meet at noon in
DWI 231 for officer elections.
The Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi, will hold a meeting at 5
p.m. in JC 208. Dr. David
McNeil, assistant professor
of history, will discuss media
access and the KBAYK LOK -K GO
license
challenges.

XE

Asian American Studies will
hold a meeting at 3 p.m. in
the S.U. Guadalupe room for
the program committee for
the concentration camp
forum.
Foreign
Languages
Department will hold an
informal bag lunch session
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the
Asian Studies Center, Social
Science building for Mandarin speaking students and
students studying Mandarian.
Sociology Department will
hold a meeting for all
Sociology and Behavioral
Science majors at 12:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Almaden room.
Various
sociology
organizations
will
be
discussed and a debate on
the foreign
language
requirement will take place.

JI
TAX TIME SERVICE
Licensed & Bonded
SPECIAL
Student Rates
$5$7
Short Forms
Expert Advice
Call Doris-244-8035
Answering ServiceWill call back

ILL

VI

ticulate.
Newman asked when do
"whopping salaries" begin
to "whop?" Or, when does
inflation really begin to
soar?
Chaldecott said Newman
"surrounds a serious point"
with less than serious
misuses of the English
language .
Chaldecott pointed out the
book costs $8. Because it is
200 pages long, he estimated
the value of each page to be
four cents.
On several pages Newman
lists names of college and
university presidents whose
first names could be easily
interchanged with their last
names.
"I paid 20 cents for this list
of names," complained
Chaldecott.
Chaldecott said because
each chapter concerned

Dennis Chaldecott
itself
with
seemingly
unrelated subjects, Newman
probably took a lot of his old
essays and compiled them
into this book.
Chaldecott said when he
normally reads a book he
intends to review, he marks
it up a great deal.
-Would anyone like to buy
an unmarked copy of a best
seller for only $7.95" he
asked.

Grad forms due
Deadline to file for graduation in May is tomorrow, according to the registrar’s office.
Students planning to graduate at the end of spring
semester should fill out a major-minor form available in
their respective departments.
The major-minor form should then be filed with the
registrar’s office no later than Feb. 28.
The Registrar’s Office is located on the corner of Third and
San Fernando streets.
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The scientists endured
varying stages of hardship in
studying their fields.
The botanist, Jeanie
Vollenweider, was not
allowed to collect any plants
because they were in a
protected area, Green explained. She literally had to
study them in the field.
Adams Bushnell, the water
quality researcher, had to
walk down the trail and drive
to a ranger station in Lone
Pine every few days.
He had found, Green said,
some bacteria deposited by
cattle in the area’s streams
that needed to be incubated
for 48 hours.
The members of the group
also kept track of rare and
animal
endangered
sightings.
Some of these included a
rubber boa, some Golden
Eagles and a few very rare
hawks, Green said.
One unusual event on the
trip, Green said, was that Ed
Piccolo, the limnologist lone
who studies freshwater lake
and pond environments) was
able to observe the spring
turnover in the lake.
Turnover occurs when the
ice on the lake melts and
convection currents dreg up
all of the minerals and
bacteria on the bottom.
Algae eat the minerals,
bacteria and fish eat the
algae and everything has a
picnic, Green explained.
"It’s almost like an alarm
clock for spring."
This is the first time the
turnover has ever been
recorded in a wilderness
lake, Green added.
After all the data was
collected the students hiked
back, with the help of pack
animals this time.
A good part of last
semester was spent compiling the information into a
report of several hundred
pages, Green said.
Charles
and
Green
presented their report to the

National Science Foundation
in Washington D.C. just after
Christmas.
they
Additionally
presented a layperson’s
guide to understanding the
wilderness.
Green also wrote a
curriculum format designed
to suggest possible projects
grammer school children
could do in the field.
She was able to test some
of her ideas for the format
because while they were up
there, she said, a group of
gifted eigth-graders from
Mango School in Sunnyvale
hiked up to visit for a week.

The students showed
eighth-graders all of
different phases of
studies.
What effect the study
have on the area and
changes it may bring at
is not known to the gri
said Green, explaining i
not their place to specul
They did the reseal
gathered the data and
copies of the report
anyone who was interesshe said.
Among these were
National Park Service
the Sierra Club, in addi
to several congressmen.

COME AND HEAR
VICTORY LIGHT
OPERA CO.
All kinds of music at the

SUNDOWN SALOON
394 W. SAN CARLOS
iel
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HIMALAYA
fit IMPORTS
Select treasures from
around the world: clothing,
jewelry, and tapestries.
Featuring authentic arti-facts from 40 different
countries. Each item is
specially selected for originality, quality,and superb
workmanship.

Discount with Student
Body Card and Ad.

Farm workers
seek support

Prof hits best seller
This book is incredibly
trivial," said Dr. Dennis
Chaldecott,
associate
professor of English, about
Edwin Newman’s best
selling
book
’Strictly
Speaking: Will America Be
the Death of English?"
At yesterday’s 12:30 p.m.
faculty
book
review,
Chaldecott recognized the
perils of the English
language
but
called
approach to it

miles away.
Rather than waiting for
the snow to melt, Green said,
the group decided to carry
the equipment themselves.
Each person walked the
snowed-in trail about ten
times carrying 30 to 65
pounds of the equipment
including microscopes and
other scientific paraphernalia.
Equal work
The fantastic thing about
it, Green said, was that only
one of the six women on the
trip had ever been backpacking before, but no one
was turned off.
Kathy Williams, the
group’s geologist, carried 65
pounds on her back on one
trip just to prove she could
do it, Green added.
That was more than any
of the men carried," she
said.
Unfortunately, she said,
Williams got lost and didn’t
find her way to camp until
about 2 a.m. but she made
it.
The packing -in process
took the group a month,
Green said, so the study
started a month later than
planned.
Wonders observed
Some of the ’natural"
wonders the group encountered at the 5,700 foot
elevation were drenching
rain storms, home-made
johns located one-half mile
from camp, baths in 50
degree water, a three
quarters of a mile walk for
water in August and a lot of
mosquitos.
One of the entomologists
( one who studies insects),
Vic Maggi, had a field day
with the mosquitos, Green
said. He discovered more
than ten different species by
studying them on his arm
while they bit him.
One of the fascinating
things he found, she added,
was that each kind came out
at a different time of day.

A noon rally yesterday at fannworkers to the Gallo
SJSU by United Farm owners.
Workers ( UFW ) supporters
Salazar said 200 people are
asked for student support
still marching to Modesto.
and participation in marches
The farmworkers have
and picketing.
Chicanos are "not trying to been striking throughout
relate to their background," California for better living
said Jesus Garza, jour- conditions, pay increases,
nalism student who works better working conditions
for SJSU student radio and an end to contracts
between the teamsters Union
station KSJS.
"What happened to the and agricultureal growers.
other people?" is asked
many times during marches
and picketing, Garza told
about 150 outside the Student
Union.
Students need to "get off
their ass and support the
farm workers," he said.
Juan Salazar, the east San
Jose UFW leader, told the
crowd that the present
march by farmworkers
supporters on Gallo wine
headquarters in Modesto
would "probably be the
biggest march we’ve ever
had."
The marchers left Union
Square in San Francisco
Feb. 22 to present signed
petitions in support of the

IC

93 South Central Ave. #126
The Factory
Campbell, CA. 95008
374-6163

Joint effort
coffee house

30

CHARLIE MUSSLEWHITE
BLUES BAND
"Blues Harp At Its Best"

Tonite 8pm

STUDENTS $1.50

It Helped Barbara
Lose 20 Lbs.
SUPER LECITHIN
Barbara had trouble losing weight. Then she discovered
SUPER LECITHIN, a weight reduction program in a
capsule. With the combined natural ingredients of kelp,
Vitamin B6, cider vinegar, and a reasonable diet, SUPER
LECITHIN redistributes weight, and helps burn off fat
more efficiently.
Now it’s possible to take off weight in the right places.
Just ask Barbara at:

ftmer-de

Hien Radio

Tenth Street Pharmacy
10th 8, Santa Clara

294-9131

NI

